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·I. Introduction 

Of the various properties of surfaces, chemical composition is perhaps 

one of the most important that must be known in order to determine any other 

surface phenomena. Only recently, through the application of Auger electron 

spectroscopy, has it been possible to analyze the chemical composition of 

th~ top-most layer at the surface in vacuum or at the solid gas interface. 

This non-destructive technique can provide qualitative and quantitative 

surf.ace chemical analysis with a sensitivity o.f about 1% of a monolayer, 

-13 2 . . . 
(about 10 atoms/em ), and it is now possible to compare the composition 

of the surface with the known bulk composition. 

Simple thermodynamic arguments can convincingly demonstrate that the 

surface composition may be very dif~erent from. the composition in the bulk 

for most multi-component systems. CrP.ati on of a. suTf ace rc:orzui res "t<!ork 

and it is always accompanied by a positive free energy change. Thus, in 

order to minimize the positive surface free energy, the surface will be 

enriched by the constituent which has the lowest surface free energy. · 

This results, for many multi-component systems, in gross imbalance between 

the surface composition in the top-most layer and in the bulk. Even for 

·monatomic solids, this surface thermodynamic driving force is the cause 

of the segregation of impurities at the surface that lowers the to·tal 

surface free energy. 

In many important surface phenomena, such as heterogeneous catalysis 

or passivation of the surface by. suitable p_rotective coatings, the chemical 

composition of the top-most layer controls the surface properties and not 

the composition in the bulk. .It is therefore necessary to develop 

r. 
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thermodynamic models that permit prediction of surface composition of 

multi-comEonent systems as a function of bulk composition and as a function 

of temperature. Thus, we would like to determine ~he syrface phase diagram. 

In this paper we review the various thermodynamic models that permit 

practical determination of the surface composition of ideal or regular 

solid solutions. He shall summarize the experimental surface tension 
, 

data available.for metals, oxides, carbides, and organic solids and we 

will point out the empirical correlations, if any, to Other thermodynamic 

parameters that permit estimation of these important parameters when its 

direct experimental determination is difficult. 

Finally, we shall review all of the experimental infor:nation available 

on the surface ·composition of alloys and using the models developed compute 

the surface ;.::httse d:!.egr~s £~:: 2 £ec·: Fr0totype ~~·ste~s. 
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II. Themodyna.mic Models for :Predicting Surface Compositions 

With the aid of simplified 1nodels, it has been possible to predict 

the chemical composition in the first few layers·at the surface of a 

homogeneous binary solid solution. These theories may be applied to 

predict the .surface composition of alloys or the segregation of impurities 

on a11 othen1ise nearly pure crystal. Perhaps the most .widely known is 
. 1 

the monolayer model in which the top.-most surface layer is treated as 

distinct from all the other layers. All the inner layers are assumed 

to have the bulk composition. An expression is then written for the 

chemical potentials of the surface and bulk phases, and these chemical 

potentials are then equated to give an expression for the surface composition. 

Utilizing this model, the surface. layer and _the bulk_may be treated as 

ideal or as :!:'egular ·. s!:.'!.'..!t:!._!.'!!S. 

In the multi-layer model, the two.,..component crystal is treated as 

an infinite set of layers of atoms (or moiecules) and each layer is 

treated as having a possibly.different C')mposition ratio. An expression 

is then written for the free energy of the system with the at.om fractions 

of each layer inserted as variable ·parameters which are varied to obtain 

·-
the minimum free energy for the whole system. For ease of computation, 

the processmay be truncated below a set number of layers, with all deeper 

lying layers then assumed to have the bulk compositio)l. Again, each of 

the layers may be treated as part of an ideal or regular solution. These 

models have been applied to liquid alloy solutions, 2 and to solid-liquid and 

li i .d . .. f 3,4,5 vapor- qu_ J.nter aces, but may also be expected to yield.the surface 

composition of solid binary solutions at a solid-vapor or solid-vacuum 

' interface~ 6 
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As an example~ we shall outline here a derivation of the surface 

composHion of an ideal solution in the monolayer model approximation. 

The solution is trea'ted as having two phases, a surface monolayer phase s, 

and ·a bulk phase b ••. b The bulk phase has a known atom fraction x
1 

of 
. b . b 
component one, and x2 = (1 - x1) for component two. He define the free 

energy functions for the bulk and surface phases as follows: 

G s = = + aA 

2 
Gs = Es - TSs + PV8 - crA = I: s 6 )l:lnJ 

i=l 

Gb = Gb = Eb TSb + PVb =ti b b - }J.n. 
.1. 1. 

Here all symbols have their usual m~aning~ cr ts the surface tension,_ 

A 'is the surface area. Then the chemical potential of the surface phase 

is 

= 

= -- = 
d ri'3 

i s l s 
T , P , n . rn . , a 

J 1. . 

a (G~- OA) 

= 9A 
'S 

dn· s s 
i T,P;nj:f.ni,cr 

Similarly for the bulk 

b a(Gb+Gs) 
·J.li = b 

ani T,P, 

S..,t S T,P,n.rni,cr 
. J 

. StS 
T , P, n . rn . , a 

J . 1. 

a cb 
b b 

.nj:f.ni 
= b 

ani 

= 

= 
aGb 

b b b T,P, n.fn1 () n. J . 1. 

b b T,P,n.#n. 
J ), 



but Gb · - ~~~binbi tl t f id 1 J i - ~~ so 1a or an ea so .ut on 

= b 
RTlnxi) 

where 
b 0 b· b 

the property·of ideal solution that lJi = l-li' + RTlnxi has been used, 

. 0 b 
where l-1/ :J_s the chemical potential of pure i in its standard state. Let 

us assume that by analogy 

2 
.s( O,s Gs 2: + . s) = ni lJ, RTlnxi . ~ 

i=l 
• 

where x~ is the. atom fraction of i in the surface phase. 
~ 

Then 

= 

The condition for 

b 
l'i 

SJ S T,P,n.-rn. ,<1 
. J ~ 

equilibrium is that 

. O,b b = 11 ' + RTlnx. 
~ ~ 

= 

<1a. 
~ 

s 
lJi = 

· b,s + 1 s 
==: lli RT nxi 

b 
that lJ. , so 

~-

0 s lJ. , + RTJnx~ 
~ ~ 

s b 
For the case in which xi - xi 1 we have 

·ob 
- 11,' = ~ a 

~ vi • 
~ ~-

<1a. 
~ 

lvhere <1 i is the surface tension of pure .i. Using this in the pre'ceding 

equation, and· if ,.,e assume that a1 = a 2 = a, then for a two-component system, 

we have the equations, 

cra = 

This can be re-lvritten as 

s RTlnx
1 

. b 
RT1nx

1 

b RT1nx2 

and this is the final result for the monolayer ideal solution model. 

(1) 

... 

i( 
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Equation_ (1) is modified by treating the two component system as a 

. . 7 8 
regular solution. ' The re&ular solution monolayer model is derived 

by calculating the total bonding energy of a given composition with a 

surface atom fraction :X:~ and x~- and the bulk atom fraction. The 

bond energies between the at·oms are E
11

, E
22

, and E
12 

where E
11 

is the 

bond.energy per mole for bonds betHeen atoms of type one, etc. The 

expression for the bcmding energy is used to find an expression for:_ the 

chemic.al potential for the surface layer,· tvhich is equated to the chemical 

potential for the bulk. The resulting equation is1 

l(al -.a2)al · ·lQ(l+m)[ b 2 
exp RT ~exp RT (xl) 

. . 
(2) 

HhP.rP. 1 i l'i thP. frHr.ti_nn of nearest neighbors to an atom in the plane. ·and 

m is the fraction of nearest lleighbors below the layer containing the. 

atom. For example, for an atom with z = 12 nearest neighbors - three 

above,' thn·r~ below, and six in the same plane - then 1 = 6/12 "' 0. 5 and 

m = 3/12 = .·25. (This is the configuration for the (111) face or an fcc solid.) 

n is the regular·solution parameter, 

(l , =. z(El2 
and is given by 

Ell + E22\ 

2 . I 
The multilayer model described earlier has a rather complicated 

form and will not be given here. The interested reader is referred 

to the references mentioned earlier. 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6• 

'In all of the models presented above, it is assumed that the binary 

solid is homogeneous. If there ar.e large differences in interaction 

energies E
12 

and the energies E11 and E22 , that is, if the regular solution 

parameter is.very large, then it may be expected that there will be 



either phase separation or there will lle ordering. In either of these 

tl-lO cases) these models are not directly applicable. In the case of 

phase separation, 'if the resulting phases are homogeneous, each phase 

' . ' 

may still independently obey one of the above models. These considerations 

indicate that ji1 order to determine a surface phase diagram of a solid 

solution, the .bulk phase diagram should already be known. 

III. Surface Tensions of Solids and Liquids: 

Review of Experimental Data and Methods of Estimation 

One of the major difficulties in applying the above models to 

compute the surface composition of multi- component systems is the lack 

of availability of reliable surface tension data for solids. The 

surface tension cr is the reversible work required·to create a unit area 

cf surface. at constant temperature, volulll~, and chemical potential. 'l'he 

surface area may be increased by adding more atoms (or molecules) to 

the surface, or by stretching the existing·surface. Depending on the 

experimentai conditions during a surface tension experiment, one may 

measure a combination of surface stress and surface tension of the 

solid surface • The difficulty in distinguishing between surface 

. stress and surface tension cxperimentaliy is removed for liquids because 

the diffusion of atoms in the liquid is fast enough to remove the stress. 

Also, since adsorbed impurities will alter the surfac·e tension, marked 

surface cleanliness is a very important factor in these experiments. 

Another probleni in utilizing the experimentally determined surface 

tension data for solids is the lack of data as a function of temperature. 

Most available. values are for rather high temperatures; for T/T > 0.7, m . 

. where Tm is the melting point of the solid. 9 The temperature dependence 

of the surfac~ tension may be significant over large temperature ranges 

.. 

' -
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and it is usu,ally.unknown. Empirical expressions for the temperature 

d. · d f f t i ·· h b formulated in Eo"tvo"s' Law 10 epen ence o · sur ace . ens on ave . een 

11 12 anu its modified versions by Ramsey and Shields and of Katayama, and 

these rules have been app;lied to solids. 13 Guggenheim has also derived 

an equation that gives the functional behaviour of 0 with T. 14 

The surface· tension of the solid surfaces will, in general, depend 

on the crystallographic orientation. This coupled with the effect of 

crystallite size, (that is, the influence of curvature on surface tension), 

further increases the difficulty of obtaining reliable surftace tension 

data. 

He have revie1ved the surface free energies that \vere reported for 

over twenty liquid and solid metals and have found a useful correlation 

the \vell-known heats of vaporization and sublimation. This correlation 

can then be used to estimate unkno1'1J1 surface free energies and to predict 

the surfac.:: compositions of several solid solutions that are commonly 

utilized or to calculate other thermodynamic parameters of the studied systems. 

A. The Surface Tension of Liquid Metals 

The surface tension of many liquid metals has.been measured over the 

d d 15tl6,17 past eca e. 'The surface tension was frequently determined as a 

function of temperature in a finite temperature range. The surface tension 

of liquid metals decreases with.in.creasing temperature, and of course it must 

vanish at the critical point, T • 
c One equation used to describe this 

1'• behaviour i.s the Guggenheim equation which is based on the corresponding 

states principle: 

(3) 
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where cr
0

, R, and Tc are parameters adjusted . to give the best fit to 

the exper~nental data. R is usually. taken as R == 2/9. Another equation 

frequently employed, especially to determine interfacial tension, assumes 

linear temperature dependence: 

(4) 

This equation derives from the expression of_ the Gibbs specific surface 

f.ree · energy; ~Gs (T) = Hs - TSs, since for the one-component system 

. s s 
For the case when H and S 

are independent of_tempera~ure, it is possible to obtain both functions 

from the temperature dependence of cr. The intercept of the straight line 

( cr ~ T) at absolute zero, cr0 , yields a specific surface enthalpy, and 

the slope (dcr/dT)p, is the specific surface. entropy. 

'l'he first. three columns of Table I r~ 110w the values of the parameters 

of.the. Guggenheim equat:t.on (cr0, Tc, l+R) that give the best least squares 

fit_to the experimental surface tension values for 15 different metals. 

The last three columns of Table I give the values of the parameters cr0 

(do) . and di' ::dn equation (4) that give the best f:t.t to the same data. 
. p 

The 

references identify sources of experimental data. The cr0 values that 

were detennined from fitting the experimentar values' to both equations 

are almost identical. Thus, one has no reason to prefer one equation 

over the other on this basis. The two equatJ.ons give different results 

in their prediction of the critical temperature. This is due to the 

different functional dependence of cron ·T and the long extrapolation 

required to reach thc·'point where the surface tension is zero. The 

linear and Guggenheim rel~tions are equally accurate in the. region where 

~-
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Table I 

Values of the parameters for equations 3 and 4 that give the 

best least-squares fit to the experimental surface tension 

data for .several liquid metals • 

Metal Corresponding States Linear 
!:.!:..~ · ergs 

cro T °K l+R 0 o -2- a a T °K Ref, 
2 c c 

em em ~ 

Al 943.85, 14481 1.22 943.17 0~0782 12061 a,b 

Sb 403.17 12834 1.22 402.78 0,0375 10741 a,b 

Bi 416.44. 7719 1.25 415.54 0.0656 6334 a,b 

Cd 700.54 6736 1.22 699.35 0 •. 1238 5649 a,b 

Cs 86.78 1958 1.19 85.57 0-. Ol~91 2087 a,c,d 

Cu 1291.81 63540 1.21 1291.46 0.0244 52927 a,b 

Pb 489.06 9106 1.27 488.15 0.0663 7363 a,b 

L:i. '~83. 27 3.116 .1.. ?.3 tf7s.ea 0,16/J.O 2902 c 

Mg 656.34 6350 1.22 65l~. 09 0.1217 5375 a,b 

K 144.06 3126 1. 03 138.52 0.0739 1898 c,d 

Rb 105 .. 52 2185 1. 33 103.56 0. 05 73. 1807 c,d 

Ag 1277.11 5333 1. 22 1262,lt-3 o. 2729 4626 a,b,e 

Na 252.51 2452 1. 22 2/f9.73 0.1161 2151 a,b,c 

Sn 578.30 -1~876 1.22 577.93 0.0585 9879 a;b,e 

Zn 832 • .74 9703 1. 25 830.89 0.1037 8012 a,b 

a"Handbook of Chemistry and Physics", 53rd Edition, Chemical Rubber Publ:i.shing 

Co., Cleveland (1972). 

b V. K. Sementchenko, "Surface Phenomena in Hetals and Alloys", Pergamon Press, 

· New York (1962). 
I 

c J. Bohdansky and H. E. J, Schins, J. lnorg. Nucl. Chem., _?2_, 2173 (1967). 
d . . 

Yu. P. Osmin5.m, Zh. Fiz. Khim., 44, 1177 (1970). 
e -
"International Critical Tables", HcGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York (1928), 
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data are available, but they. begin to deviate at about 1000-3000°K, 

depending.on the metal. 

Although the temperature dependence of the surface tensions of 

liquid metals are certainly not negligible, inspe~tion of the ( ~ 1 p 

values listed in Table I reveals that most surface tensions change by 

no· more than 5% in a 100° temperature interval. This variation is not 

greater than the uncertainty of most surface tension experiments. Thus, 

the surface tension may be taken as.constant in most cases, as long as 

the temperature range of experimental interest is limited. 

There are anomalies reported in.rileasurements of the temperature 

dependence of a that indicate deviations from the straight line a vs. T 

behaviour. A change of slope of the a vs. T curve lndicates a change 

or sur.tace entropy that may sJ.gnJ.iy orcierl.ng on tt1e surface. The 

consideratio't of these anomalies is outside the scope of this paper. 

B. Correlation Bet\>leen Surfac~: Tension of blg_uid Metals and Thelr 

Heats 0f Vaporization 

The specific surface free energy for an unstrained phase is equal-to 

the increase of the total free energy of. the system per unit increase of 

the surface area: Thus, creation of more surface always 

increases the total free energy of the system. Since atomic bonds must be 

broken to create surfaces, it is expected that the specific surface free 

energy be related to the heat of vaporization, which reflects the energy. 

input necessary to break all the bonds of ato~s in the condensed phase. 

The heat of vaporization. is a molar quantity (energy/g-atom)~ while the 

specific surface free energy is defined as energy per unit area (energy/cm2). 

-In order to.compare the two values, we .must convert the specific surface 
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free energy to molar surface free energy (energy/g-atom).
18 

Because of 

differences in the densities of various materials, they l-lill have 

differing numbers of atoms occupying a unit area. Let us define an 

area, A, as the area occupied by Avogadro's number of atoms, N. The 

atomic volume V is given by. 
. a 

v 
m 

N 

I 

H = Np (5) 

- ,.;rhe.re V is the molar volume, p is the density, and 11 the atomic weight. 
m 

h h A . . byl8 T us t e area per atom a l.S g1ven 

A = a (
!1_)2/3 

f .Np (6) 

where f is a structure factor that correc.ts for the assumption that the 

surtace is the (lUU)tace o.:t; a simple cubic lattice as was implicitly 

2/3 assumed in using V · as the surface area. 
. 19 

(:Follm..ring }fcLachan, the 

area of an: atom is expected to be proportional to the square of some dimension 

. 2 3 
of the atom and the 'volume proportional to its cube: A = bD , V = cD • 

so f = 1 as expected. 

For the (100) face of.a simple cubic structure b = c = 1, 

For the (111) face of an fcc metal, b = /3J 4 and 

c = 1/4, which yields f = 1.09.) The value of f is 1,09 for melts of ~cc 

solids, 1.12 for melts of bee solids, and 1.14 for molten Bi, Sn, and Sb 

( . 1 d ) 18 orthorhombic in the so i state • The molar surface area is then given by 

l/3(M)2/3 . A = NA = fN -a p . . 
(7) 

and the molar surface tension or molar surface free energy of the liquid 

j_s defined as 

a (I (T) 
-Llll 

(8) 
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Now w·e can proceed to compare <Y.e.m directly to the heat of vaporization 

since both quantities are· kno"m from experiments for the 22 liquid metals 

that are listed in Table II. The plot <Yo at the melting point for each -t.m 

metal vs. their heats of vaporization is shown in Figure 1. A least-

squares fit yields the relationship 

· <Y = 0. 15 b.H lm vap (9) 

All of the experimental data fit this equation with a standard deviation 

of 8%. 

C. Correlation Betv1een the Surface Tension of Solids and Their Heats of 

Sublimation 

For monatomic solids surface tension determination is more difficult 

and the avaiJ ahl P. expP.r:i'mentBl clAta 8!."P. sr:-~r.cc• a..T'ld often deterntincd r'\T'\.1 '"t'7' _ ........... J 

. 20 
at one temperature. · Nevertheless, we have collected most .of the 

available data, which are tabillated in ·Table III. . In Figure 2 the molar 

surface· tenF::tons of the solids, <Y , are plotted against the heats of sm 

.sublimationc; b.H b, for various metals~ 
su 

A least-squares fit yields the 

relationship 

<Ysm 0.16 b.H b. su 
(10) 

The tem.perature dependence of <Y was · disrer;arded in the correlation as sm · 

discussed earlier. The validity of this .approximation can be seen by 

examiningthe data for copper and nickel: the correction for the temperature 

dependence is well within the experimental error. There is· excellent 

agreement between. the experimental values and those calculable from Eq. (10) 

and the standard deviatio~ is 8%. ·rhus it appears that· at least for 

monatomic solids the surface tension may b~ est1.mated ,.,hen direct experimental 

. 
determination is difficult or lacking. 
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' Table II 

The densities, molar su1·face areas, heats of vaporization, and calculated 
and experimental values of a£_ for several liquid metals. 

Metal 

Al 

Sb 

Bi 

Cs 

Cu 

Tr 

Pb 

Li 

Mo 

Ni 

Pd 

Pt 

K 

Rh 

Rb 

Ag 

Na 

·Ta 

Sn 

\.J 

v 

JQ.n em · ( )a A( 2 ~ 
p cc; mole . 

2.29 

6.13 

9.15 

1.57 

7.70 

20.0 

6.80 

10.16 

9.33 

7. 8 . 

.. "" j,O.) 

10.7 

19.7 

o. 72 

11 

1.45 

9.00 

0.74 

15.0 

6.29 

17.6 

5.55 

4.61 x· 108 

6, 67 X 108 

7.13 X 108 

16.8 X 108 

' 8 
3.68 X 10 

4.16 X 108 

6.63 X 108 

5.3 X 108 

1:.41+ X 108 

3.54 X 108 

~~8 
.Lv 

, ..... !"" .. . 

't. "::J ...... " 

4.26X 108 

4.25 X 108 

12. 4· X 10
8 

4.08 X 108 

14 .. 1 X 108 

4, 7l+ X 108 

7 .. 77 X 10
8 

1+, 97 X 108 

6.24X 108 

4;53 X 108 

/f,l5 X 108 

~H (eD?~) a a .ecnlc(erg2s) vap mol.· e . em 

2. 90 X 1012 

2.00 X 1012 

1. 75 X 1012 

0.69 X 1012 

3.11 ; 1012 

5.86 X 1012 

1. 82 X 1012 

1. 39 X 1012 

6;16 X 1012 

3.79 X 1012 

3.74 X 1012 

5.12 X 1012 

0.81 X 1012 

5.33 X 1012 

0.78 X 1012 

2. 59 X 1012 

1. 00 X 1012 

7, 34 X 1012 

2 •. 35' X 1012 

7, 84 X 1012 

/+,82 X 1012 

937 

/+47 

366 

61 

1259 

2113 

1+09 

391 

2081 

1606 

2110 

1317 

1807 

97 

1960 

82 

814 

192 

2215 

561 

2596 

17112 

a lexp(::~s) 
This Others 
:Paper· 

870 

369 

380 

58 

1258 

448 

400 

86 

926 

207 

914b,8258 ,860a,865a 

3B3a 

378a:
5
376c 

60a 

1270~1300~1220~1350d 
2250d 

45la 

2250~2080d 
1780~1725~1720d 
~A~ .... d 
J.:1UV 

1500d 

1800d1699dl865dl740d , , , 
114e 

2000d 

76~92e 

785a,930f 

206;22o;l91a 

2150~2360~2020d 
526~550b 
2500d 

1950d 

a ''Handbook of Chemistry and Physics," 53rd Edition, Chemical Rubber Publishing 
Co., Cleveland (1972). 

b v . . " d . " • K. Semcntchenko, Surface Phenomena in }1etals an Alloys, Pergamon Press, 
New York (1962). 

~ A. Bondi, Chem. Revs. ,..2l, 417 (1953). 
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Table II contd. 

d. 
B. C. Allen, Trans. Met. Soc. AIME,227, 1175 (1963). 

e 
Yu. P. Osminin, Zh. Fiz; Khim. ,44, .1177 (.1970). 

f . 
A. H. Adamson, "The Physical Chemistry of .Surface, 11

. Inte.rscience 
Publishers, Inc., Ne~.,r York (1960), 
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Table III 

The densi'ties, molar surface areas, heats of sublimation, 
· and calculated arid experimental values of (J for several 

metallic solids. s 

Az 
Lm 

(~r 
p ·. sub b 

(~) 
T°K of 

Metal (~r (~:le) (~) a (exp) · mole . s 

Al 2.70 4.24Xl0 8 3.J.4Xl012 1198 1140±200C 450 

Cu 8.96 3.7 X108 3.39X1012 
1484 1670d 1320 

1710e 1273 

1750f 1173 

Au. 19.3 4.44X108 3.68Xl012 1343 1400±658 1315,1290 

1370±150h 1313 

1410d '1300 

Ni 8.90 3.22X108 3. 39x1012 1706 1850d 1523· 

lo~n-f.."l""i OVV-L..UV 1493 

Nb 8.60 If, 56Xl08 7.20XJ.012 2557 2100±lOOd,h 2523 

2550±550k 1773 

Pt ·21. /f5 4. 06X 108 5.56Xl012 2219 2300±800.e. 1310 

2340d 1311 

Ag 10.5 4, 3l1X108 2. 85X10ll 1064 11li0±90m' d 1203,1180 

Ta 16.6 4.64Xlo8 7.78Xl012 2713 2680±500k 1773 

Sn 5.76 6. 89Xl0 8 2. 30Xlo11 541 600±75n 488 

Ti 4.5 ·. l1, 47XJ.08 4 • 73Xl012 1712 1700° 1873 

a"International Critical Tables," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., NewYork (1928). 

b A. N. Nesmeyanov, '"Vapor Pressure of the Chemical Elements," Elsevier 
Publishing Co., New York (1963). 

c 
R; E. Smallman, K. H. lvestmacott, and P. S. Dobson, Metal Sci. ;!_., 1, 
177 (1968). 

d 
J. M. Blakeley and P. S. Haiya, in "Surfaces a~d Interfaces," J. J; Burke 
et al., eds. Syracuse University Press, Syracuse (1967). 
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e H. Udin, A. J. Schaler, and J'. Wulff, Trans~ AIME,185, 186 (1949). 

·f.J. H. Hoage, u. s. Atomic Energy Conun. Report HW-78132,(1963). 

8.F. H. Buttner, H, Udin, and J. Hulff, Trans. AlliE,l91, 1209 (1951). 

h E. D. Hondros and R. Gladman, Surface Sci., 2_, 471 (1968). 

i J. M. Blakely and P. S. Maiya, .:!_. !E.£!. Ph~., 38, 698 (1967). 

j ·s. V. Radcliff, J. Less-Conunon Metals,]_, 360 (1961). 

k 
E. M~ Hodkin, M. C. Nicholas, and D. M. Poole, .:!_. Less-Common Metals, 

20, 93 (1970). 

l J. M. l3lakeley and H. Mykura, Acta Met., 10, 565 (1962). 

m E. R. Funk, H. Udin, and J .• \vulff, Trans. AI~~' 1_91, 1206 (1951). 

n· E. D. Greenhill and S. R. McDonald, Nature, 171, 37 (1953). 

0 
V.I. Kostikov~ A. V. Khar:i.tonov and V. Z. Savenko, .~hY~~· !fet. J'fet_l:_al!_., 

26, 181 (1968). 

' 
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D. Surface Tension Data for Organ:tr. Liquids, Oxides and Carbides 

The correlation (C) vs. 11H) that holds so well for metals does not 

hold for organic .liquids of various types. This must be due to the 

diverse bonding characteristics and packing of these liqulds. The first 

three col~mns of Table IV give the values of the parameters C), T and 
c 

1 + R of the Guggenheim equation that give the best least-s·quares fit to 

the exper:i.niental surface tension values for 25 organic liquids. The 

last· three columns of Table IV show the values of the parameters of 

equation (4) ("o aild (~t) that give the best fit to the same data. 

InTable V we list the surface free energies of several oxides and 

some carbides. For these solids there ~'as no good correlation between 

the surface tension and the heat of vaporization. Finally, the interested 

reader is referred to extensive collected surface tension data for 

21 molten salts. 

E. · Physical ]3ods i_oJ: Surfac.e Tension Correlations 

The surface free energy is defined as the increase of the total free 

energy of the system per unit increase ?f the surface area. For metals, 

the creation·of more surface requires the breaking of chemical bonds 

which is accompanied by charge redistribution of the electron gas. 

Theoretic.al computations of the surface tens.lon ·of metals have been 

performed by considering these contributions separately. 

The model which takes into account only the breaking of chemical 

bonds correlates the surface tension with the heat of vaporization or 

heat of sublimat:i.on, Sl.<apski
18 

and McLacha~19 considered the breaking 

of only the nearest neighbor bonds in the condensed phase. For a close-

. . 72 
packed plane of a solid an atom in the surface has nine bonds to the 
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Table IV 

·values of' parameters for l:!quati.ons . .) and ,4 that g:tve the be~t 
least-squares fit to the experimental surface tension data for 
several organic liquids. 

da,b Compoun 
Correspondjng States 

c~(::~s_) Tc °K l+R. 

C2H2. 

CH 30CR3 

CH2 CH20 

(CH3) 2NH 

(CH 3 ) 3N 

C2HsN1-I2 

co· 
CHC1 3 

RCN 

nco on 
CH 3COOH 

C2H5 COOH 

CH 3CHO 

CH3COCll3 

C2H602 • 

HCOOC 2H5 

73.38 

61:81 

76.86 

~4.52 

48.37 

'51.86 

29.57 

72.00 

59.97 

71.91' 

58.17 

57. 21• 

64.67 

63.99 

77.35 

' 66.03 

CH 3COOCH:1 70.71 

n-C 6H14 51.97 

n-C 6H10 53.75 . 

C511 5N -86 .• 40 

C6H 5N02 82.60 

C6H50U 79.70 

C6 11 5 Nii 2 80.38 

CGH 5CHO 76.80 

62.21 .. 

287 

397 

480 

522 

472 

563 

·J.jl 

523 

466 

711 

593 

631 

467 

.. 507 

889 

508 

507 

/194 

561 

598 

775 

704 

729 

709 

606 

1.22 

1.22 

L22 

1 • .22 

1.22 

1.34 

L7S 

1.18 

1.22. 

'1.22 

' -1.08 

1.-22 

1.13 

1.15 
1.21 ' 

1.20 

1.22 

1.15 

1.22 

1.22 

1. 33 

1.11' 

1.22 

1.22 

1.21 

Linear 

' (£EfE)(' ~) q; 2 'lT em 0 

64. 6lf o. 2380 

56.64· 0.1530 

72.54 ·.0.1646 

/f2.87 0.0910 

~6.13 0.1074 

/~9.02 0.1019 

27.22 

67.47 0.1373' 

.'J4.95 0.1266 

69.17 0.1077 

~5.90 0.0962 

53.75 0.0925 

61.22 0.1366 

60.1f6 '0.1254 
0 75.55 o. 0952 

57.67 0~1168 

272 

370 

4!•1 

471 

430 

4Bl 

120 

1:91 

/134 

642 

581 

581 

60.~8 0.1230 492 

49.02 0~1041 470 . 

50.69 0~0985 . 515 

81.17 0.1476 550 

77.23 0.1140 678 

72.75 0~1086 670 

76.68 0.1153 665 

74.22 0.1167 636 

5fl.65 0.101,8 560 
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Table IV contd. 

a "Handbook of Ch~mistry and :Physics," 53rd Edition, Chemical Rubber 

Publishing Co., Cleveland (1972). 

b "International Critical Tables," McGrmv-liill Book Co., Inc., Nm·T York, 

(1928). 



Tab::.e V 

EXPERIMENTAL SURFACE FREE ENERGIES OF OXIDES AND CARBIDES 

2 cr (ergs/ em ) T°K Hethod Comments Reference 

Ag20 650 2 .nnn 02 . 22 
600 Ag~O . 22 

2.28-188.1 logP(o2)±80 1205 o. -0.0001 atm o2 23 
2050~.1.71 (T-273) 160 mm. 02 . 24 

Al203 690 2323 liquid 25 
690±20- 2123 ~essile and He atmosphere 26-

p~ndant drop 
-5 680 2323 s:•ape of drop 5 x;LO · torr 27 

680 2323 liquid 28 
650 2323 waight of .drop 5 xlo-5 torr 27 
700 2353 ' liquid. 29 
905±20% 2123 solid 30. 
840 solid 31 

892 - 0.12 T (0001) 32 
925 2143 99.8% 33 I 

N 
~ 
I 

B203 96 solid 34 
83+0. 055 (T'-1273) 973-1473 26 
75.9+0.0026(T-1073) 1073-1673 cylirider'-drag 35 
87.4+0.004(T-1213)· 1223-2223 cylinder-drag 36 

BaO 290 1373 solid 29 
307 2073 liquid 25 

·Bi2o3 209.7 . 1097 37 
232.3~0.02i(T-273) 1103-1173 maximum bubble 37 

p::essure 

Ca.O 820. 298 25 

CdO 500 623-1073. 38 

,i 

.. ,, 
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Table V contd. 

2 
cr (ergs/ em ) T6 K Method Coir.ments References 

Cu 13i0 .· 1423 resting drop 0.00 wt %0i 39 
1270 II :t " 0.04 wt %02 39 
1255 

,, !I " 0.08 wt %02 39 
825 II !I II 0.28 wt %02 39 
670 ll ll " 0 • .33 wt %02 39 
625 II 11 II o.63 wt %o2 39 ;' 

530 II " " 0.88 wt %02 39 

FeO 590 34 
585 1693 40 
725 1573-1673 41 

680-700 1573-1673 42 
732 solid 43 

630±2% 1673 stationary drop 44 
7362-3.44T lo-3%o2 45 

692+0.54T o. 25%o2 45 
1050 1683· liquid 46. 

I 
1055 1683 liquid 43 N 

Vt 
I 

Fe3o4 400 :m. p. 28 
·400 f;hape of drop 27 
360 't>"eight of drop 27 

Geo2 250+0.055(T-1423)±7% 1373-1673 ~essile and He atmosphere 26 
te'!da~t drop 

In 652 160 · ~ essile drop 10-6 torr o2 47 
80-500 160 ~essile drop 1 torr o2 47 

.MgO 1200 77 cleavage limited number o~ e~~ts. 48 
1000 298 6H so1n. 48 

1150±80 298 cleavage 48 
1100 1870 99.2% pure 33 
' 

Hno2 620±2% 2123 stc.tionary drop 44 
653 49 



· Table V contd. 

2 a(ergs/c:m ) T°K ·Method Comments References 

Mo03 50 m.p. sha:;>e of drop 27 
65 m.p. WE:i3ht of drop 27 
70 m.p. 28 

Na . 186-0.l(T-371) 371-453 -4 50 ve:rtical plate 1-20 x 10 torr o2 
190.8-0.l(T-371)±1.5% 371-723 maxjmum bubble pres. no oxide 51 
202-0.1 (T-371) 371-493 drop volume no oxide 52 

Oso4 49.24-0 •. 15 (T-361) 361 53 

P2o5 60~0.033(T-373)±7% 373-773 sessile and He atmosphere 26 
pen:iant drop 

FbO . 132 1173 l ar. c:1or ring 54 
134 1273/ 54 
153 1273. msximu::1 bubble 55 

pressure 
I 

N 

Re2o7 32.2 604 c~pillary rise 56 c-. 
I 

35.9-0.l~(T-574.5)2 . 603-79-~ 57 
+2.3XlO-~(T-574.5) 

SiO 605 298 solid 25 2 
390±2% . 2063 stationary drop_ 44 

307+0.031(!-2073)· 1273-1573 ses.::;ile drop in He atmosphere 26 

Ta2o3 280 m.p. sha:?e of drop 27 
360 o.p. weight of drop 27 

. Ta2o5 280 m.p. 28 

TiOz 355-0.174(T-2125)±6% 2125-2600 cyH.nder-drag 99.5% ~ure 58 
280 shape of drop 5 ·x10-:- torr 27 
360 weight of drop 5 xlo-5 torr 27 
380 m.p. 28 

,, 
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Table V contd. 

uo2 

V205 

wo 3 

K0
2 

ZnO 

zro2 

HfC 

NbC 

TaC 

TiC 

. 2 
_o(ergs/ em ) 

754±150 
600± 50 

626 
510 

86 
90 
90 
95 

100 

100 
90 

90 

1130 
770 

<770 
800 

5.90±20%' 

1825±150 

2~40 
2300±50 

1804±706 
.2690 

1290±390 

1190±350 
2135±150 

T°K 

1773 
973 

1323 

1273 
m.p. 

re.p. 

<1423 
1423-2573 

>2573 
1870 
2123 

1773 

1423 
1823 

1423 
1373 

1373 
1723 

- -- ·-· ·-----. ------ ···-- -~--- ---. -----·----------· 

~. 

:Method Comments References 

3essile drop in 99.9995% Ar atm. 59 
U/0 2, Ar and 02 atm. 60 
stoichiometric solid 61 

sessile drop 62 

3hape of drop 
·:veigh t of drop 

shape of .drop 
-.;;eight of· drop 

::-upture 

:phase change 
11 u· 

:r II 

.3essile drop 

multiphase 
·~quilibrium 

sessile drop 
multiphase 
'~quilibrium 

sessile drop 
sessile drop 

sessile drop 
multi phase 
equilibrium 

seems to low 

monoclinic solid 
tetragonal solid 
cubic solid 
92.57% pure 
He atmosphere· 

~ -5 
under 10 torr 

solid -5 under 10 torr· 

55 
28 
27 
27 

28 

27 
27 

63 

64 
65 
65 
33 
30 

66 

67 
66 

68 
67 
69 

69 
66 

I 
1-.J 
...;,r 
I 



.Table V contd. 

. 2 
a (er.s.sf_cm _ _1 TcK 

uc 728-0.0l(T-;1.598)±41 1598-1993 
1000±300 1373 

vc 2200±200 296 
3150±300 296 
2850±.300· 296 

1677 1423 
1675±500 1373 
2310±150 1723 

we 2820±30 1423 

ZrC 310 1423 
800±250 ~.,-., 

.L.Ji.J 

l 

M"ethod Comments 

sessile drop ·Ar atmosphere 
s£ssile drop 

cleavage C/V = 0.88 
cleavage C/V = 0.84 
cleavage C/V = 0.76 
s-:ssile drop under lo-5 torr 
sessile drop 
nrJ:l tiphase 
equilibrium · 

sessil~.drop -5 under 10 . torr 

sessile drop -5 under 10 torr 
sessile drop 

.. 

References··, 

70 
69 

71 
71 
71 
67 
69 
66 

67 

67 
69 

I 

"" CXl 
I 
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interior of the solid; thus, the heat of sublimation corr~sponds to the 

energy necessary to. break 18 half~bonds. The surface free energy is 

approximately equal to the energy_of. breaking the bonds by transferring 

a bulk atom to the surface; since this is a close-packed solid (12 nearest 

neighbors in total), there will be 3 half~bonds per atom directed out of 

the plane at the interface. Thus the ratio of a to ~H b should be sm su 

3:18 or 1/6, which is approx~ately the same as the empirically determined 

value that is given j_n Eq. (10). Such a simple model does not explain the 

surface tension of organic substances as these simple assumptions are no 

longer valid. More detailed calculations should take into account longer 

range interactions, relaxation of the nmo1ly created surface atoms into 

their new equilibrium posj tions, and the excess of bind:i.ng energy the 

surtace atoms may have as compared to those in the bulk due to the 

availability of s-urplus bonclingorbitals. 73 Such a model, lvhen develo,..,ed, 

would lnclucle .both the bond breaking and the charge redistribution that 

take place on creating new surfaces. 

The simplest version of the free electron gas model used to calculate 

the charge redistribution that takes place ~t the freshly made surface is 

the particle in a box, Hith the surfaces of the metal corresponding to 

tl 11 f tl b 1 · 1 · t i · f · d i.t f elect.rons. 7 4 1e wa s o 1e ox, vl nc 1 .con a ns a un1 orm ens -y o 
. . 

This model Has improved by various l·wrkers 75 ' 76 but until Hohenburg, Kohn, 

77 78 . . 
and Sham ' dev;sed a more general ~or1Uallsm which can treat inhomogeneous 

electron distributions, the change of electron density at the surface of a 

metal was ignored. Using this n~w model Lang and Kolm79predicted metal 

surface free energies within about 25% o£ the experimental values. More 

; recently Schmidt ati.d Lucas
80

' 81 proposed that the surface free energies of 
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metals are mainly due to the change in plasmon density caused by the 

introduction of a new surface. Their computed surface free energies 

fall within .30% of the measured values and there is no attempt to fit the 

experimc:ntal data. 

These different types of calculations of the su:rface tensions of 

met~ls provide the physical basis of the observed correlation between 

surface tension and the heat -of vaporization or heat. of subl:i.ination. 

It ~fppears that Eqs. (9) and (10) can be .used with confidence to estimate 

surface tensions and utilize them in evaluating many :i.inportant properties 

of surfaces, their cbmponition, adhesion or other surface thermodynamic 

parameters. 

to predict surface compositions. The most important parameter in these 

models wan th~ differenc;e in surface tenn:i.ons of the two components. Having 

obtained this quantity, by independent measurements, and the molar surl:ace 

area, Hhich can be calculated from well-kno~ density data (see Equation 7), 

it is easy to calculate the surface compositlon predicted by the nionol~)~er 

ideal: solution model. (As stated earlier, in the d~rivation of the mono-

layer models, it is assumed that the surface areas of both pure components 

are equal. Calculating these surface areas from density data also assumes 

that there is no surface reconstruction.) In addition, if the solution 

under study is believed to behave more like a regular solution (if the 

heat of mixing is not zero), then only the regular solution paranieter·and 

knm<~ledge of crystal p·acking are necessary to calculate the surface 

·composition predicted by the mono1ay'er regular. solution model. The packing 
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information is obtained fron the crystal structure and the crystallographic 

face 'vhich .is being studied. The regular solution parameter,n , can be 

obtained from heats of mixing sii1ce7 

= 

82 for, binary metallic alloy systems these heats of mixing are tabluated. 

In the follolving, we will present calculations of surface composition 

of model systems. The parameters involved will be varied in order to 

yield a more thorough understanding and a qualitative feeling for the model 

predictions. Following this, in Section V, results for systems Hhich 

have been studied using Auget electron spectroscopy 'dll be presented and 

these results compared with the predicted values for the surface compositions. 

~ -- .... ,_ - •.. - .1 - ., - ..! - t.1 •. -·· ·-- ~- • - ~- ..• ·- _, - --
..L,U L.UC .&.U.UUC.L., .J..~ L.UC bU.L.l.O.\,..C \..•o.:ali::t.LUJ.L V.L 

surface free energy diilference. In Figure 3, the en:i:ichmdnt of the 

surface monolayer, that is~the quantity 
s b x
1 

- x
1

, w·here x stands for atom 

fraction, i~ calculated as a function of the bulk composition of the 

system. Here the subscript 1. is assigned· to the. component Hith the lmvest 

surface energy. The enrichment was calculated using the monolayer model 

and assuming that the.solution is ideal (Q = 0). The area and the 
' 8 2 

temperature were fixed at 4./o} x 10 cut /mole and 1000°K respectively. 

It can be seen that for a surf~ce energy difference of 150 crgs/cm2, the 

surface excess is 20% for the component with the lowest. surface free 

energy (for a.solution with an overall bulk composition of 40% of the low 

surface energy component). In metal alloys, surface energy differences 

as great as 150 ergs/cm
2
,and even larger,is in fact quite common. It is 

'.this large effect that creates a situation in which the surface composition 
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may be very different fX"om the bulk composition. In addition, the 

effect is important throughout a large bulk composition range. 

In these .calculations the temperature \vas fixed at 1000°K. It is 

interesting however to see how the results vary with temperature. . In 

Figure t1, t·he surface eriergy difference \vas fixed at a value of 50 ergs/cm2• 

This calculation is again for th~ monolayer model,. and .assumes that the 

solutions are ideal. The surface area remained fixed at 4. 4 x 108 cm2 /mole. 

It is immediately apparent that the surface enrichment is of greatest 

magnitude at lmv temperatures, and that the enrichment is strongly temperature 

dependent. Halving the temperature causes the surface enrichment to · 

approximately double. Thus the surface effect is of greatest importance 

at temperatures \vhere typical catalytic reactions are run; One experimental 

check of the monnl ay0-r moclP.l l•mnld hP. t.n mp·n~1n·p J·hp temperature dependencE> of th~ 

surface composition of an alloy. From the form of Equation (1) it can 

easily be seen that if the surface energy is either independent of temperature 

or varies linearly \·lith temperature, then a plot of ln (x~/x~) vs. 1/T t::hould 

be linear, (Assuming area j_s not a function. of T.) Experimentally 

determined temperature dependence of this type then is experimental evidence 

supporting the monolayer-ideal solution model. 

All the calculations that '\-Jere discussed above \·Jere for ideal solutions. 

For regular solutions, the expression describing the concentrations of 

the surface monolayer is.more complicated, and the results are less obvious 

from the equation (Equation 2). To clarify, the composition of the 

surface layer j,s calculated for positive (endothennic) and ner;ative (exothe"l.·mic) 

values of the regula:~; solution parameter and is compared with the ideal solution 

·result. This is sho,,TU in Figure 5. In this ·calculation, the system was 
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assumed tobe face-centered close~packed, and ~he su:r.face energy difference. 

. . . . ~ 
was· fixed at 50 ergs/ on • The area and the temperature ,.,ere again fixed 

at 4.4 x 108cm2/mole and lOOO~K r~spectively. The regular solution 

parameter affects the magnitude of the enrichment, especially for positive 

values of rl • The value of 1500 cal/mole for Q is actually a bit large 

for. that expected for a homogeneous solid solution. For most alloys, 

' phase separation may be expected if the. magnitude of Q is much larger. 

For this value, ho\-1ever, it is seen that th.ere is an appreciable departure 

from the predictions of the ideal solution model. 

It is likely that if such strong sm;face enricluuent takes place in 

the surface monolayer, some alteration of the adjacent inner layers lvill 

-
alco occur • An improved model is the multilayer model, and to demonstrate 

..... .,..,.., ... ~, ......... ,.....r- ~ ... -... ~1!-.f .,- ..................... .-..... 1 ... ~ ... ,_ ... ,_..,.ro.···'"' ..,.., ....................... .,.._.,_ .. __ ._ 1 .......... ........... ___ .. ___ ., __ _, __ ! ___ _ 

.._'-lo..#""'..&o.~U' V...._ ... li\..lo..t..l-"""" ..&.'""'J"-~ ~<.6.&.'-"U..,I,,""''-...._V.&.4L.t t'll'- J..\..,.,t'~VUU\..o~ .a_.a,'-"J..'- ~V.U&.'- '-U..a.."'""U..&..U ... .J.V&.L.:) 

6 made by Hilliams. In this l-lork, values for heats of sublimation are 

used directly in the calculations, instead of experimental surface tension 

data~ We have already shmm the validity of this approach. The faclvrs 

wh:i.ch relate the surface energy to 'the heats of sublimation were obtained 

from bonding considerations, in l·Thich the number of effective bonds that 

are broken \vhen an. atom escapes from a surface are counted. This number 

and the total number of bon~ds for each atom wj.thin the solid are used to 

convert the.heat of ·sublimation into surface energy. 

Williams used a four layer model, in conjunction with ideal and regular 
... 

solution models. We sho,., in Fig. 6 the calculated concentration profile 

for ·a system \..rith a part:l.cular bulk concentration and particular relative 

values of the surface energy difference and regular solution parameter. 

'The first feature that is observed is that the fourth layer has nearly the same 
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concentration as the bulk, eycn .tor this case in which. the surface energy 

di~ference gives a very large surface effect • The second observation is 
. 

. that the sign of the regular solution parameter is very ilnportant in. 

predicting the concentration of the second and third layers. For a 

positive regular solution parruneter, all layers are enriched with the 

component thathas the smallest surface energy. For a negative regular 

solution parameter, however, there is a depletion in the second layer of 

the component which is present in excess in the first layer. ·This 

effect is very important to the interpretation on Auger results. If the 
. . 

.. 
regular.solution parameter is zero, then the four layer model reduces to 

the monolayer model.. 

In all of these models, :i.t was assumed that there '1\rere no ilnpurities 

present .011 the surface~~ 

vacuum interface., or to a surface in equilibrium with l.t~ mvn vapor and 

neglected the possible existence of a third gaseous phase• In any real 
11
Vacuum" :int~rface there is inevitably nn ambient, hm..revcr low the pressure, 

which is a source of impurities such as CO andll20, which may chemisorb 

on the surface. Under these conditions, the binary soH.d system becomes 

actually a ternary system. The bonding characteristics of this third 

component alters the surface forces and thus completely changes the 

equilibrium configtirationof the surface even though the third component. 

may be of a negligible amount or abscrlt in the bulk. The chemisorbed 

spec~es ma.y form strong bonds with one of the components and may not bond 

at all '..r:i.th 'the other· components. In such circumstances, the energy 

could be lowered by a segregation of the hondin~ component to the surface • 

. Thus,such a pseudo-binary system would have a surface composition that may 
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be totally different; froin the same system without the chemisorbed impurity. 

Such effects can be vexy large in some cases, and in fact enxiclunents 

due. to chemisorption have been ohserved experimentally, as will be seen later. 

This then underscores the importance of having a clean surface when making 

studies of binary systems. 

In addition, impurities dissolved in the bulk may also segregate 

out at the surface. This o~curs, if for no other reason, because of 

the temperature dependence of their solubility in the solid solution. 

The surface tension may change markedly in the presence of a monolayer 

of carbon,for example,that induces redistribution of surface atoms which 

leads to drastic changes in surface composition. Again, in the presence 

of segrer;ated surface impurities that emanate f-rom the bulk, the binary 

syst~1 is converted to a ternary system, Since carbon and sulfur are 

Ll1e 1uusL c..:uull!luu .i.HJJ?uL·iLh:o in lli(!Lals Lha.L a.n! llk!:lly tu segregate at 

surfaces, their effects on the surface composition should be explored. 

· V. Summary of ~eJ~imental Dete~mina~i~~ _of ~urface _gor02ositiol! Ex. 

Auger ~~;_:t.ectron ~pcctro_scop..Y_ 

\Uth the advent of Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) it has become 

possible to determine not only the type of atoms on a surface, but also to 

carry out s~i-quantit:at:ive determinations of the relat:tve atom concentrations 

in the first few layers. As a result, several laboratories are nmq engaged 

in measuring the. surface compositions of various binary alloy systems. 

In this section we shall first very briefly review the techniques of AES 

and discuss its capabilities and limitations. Next we will discuss how 

the technique has been applied to determined surface phase diagrams of 

binary alloy surfaces and .the results of these investigations. 
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\fuen an energet:l.c beam of electrons OX' .x-rays (1000-5000 .eV) strikes· 

the atoms of a material~ electrons which have binding energies less than 

the incident beam energy may be ejected- from the inner atomic levels. By 

this process a singly ionized excited atom is created. The electron 

. vacancy tl1us formed is filled by ·de-excitation of electrons from higher 

ele.ctron ·energy states that fall into the vacancy. '!'he energy released 

in the resulting electronic transition can, by electrostatic interaction, 

be transferred to still another electron (in the same atom or in a different 

atom). If this electron has a binding energy that is less than the 

det-excitatio.nenergy transferred to it, it \·lill then be ejected into vacuum, 

leaving behind a doubly ionized atom. The electron that is ·ejected as 

a result of this de-excitation process is called an Auger electron and 

t 
83,84 a om. The electrons that are emitted are therefore characteristic 

of the types of atoms from \-Jhich they a.re emitted, and energy analysis of 

these clect.rons therefore can. eive qualitathre information of the surface 

of the solid. 

Solids have qui~e large inelastic and elastic electron scattering 

cross-sections. .It is the high scattering cross-section of these fairly 

low-energy electrons that makes AES a surface sensitive technique; only 

electrons eJnittcd \olithin a feH monolayers of the surface will escape \dthout 

energy loss. HO\vever, emitted along with the Auger electrons there will 

be a: broad background of secondary electron emission and energy loss peaks. 

It was this large backgxound that hindel;"ed the use of AES as a surface 

analysis technique for many years. 84 . 
However, in 1968 Harris applied a 

·method of electronic dif.ferent:l.ation to the previously recorded N(E) curves. 
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This .differentiation served to greatly enhance the sensitivity. As an 

example, in Fig. 7 we have shO\vn examples of typical differentiated and 

undifferentiated spectra. The peak labels used are the standard .x-ray 

86 
notations, with V representing the valence band. Note that the M

23
vv 

peak, \vhich is on a steep background in the N'(E) curve, is greatly enhanced 

1.n the dN(E)/dE curve. Since the development of this method, the use of 

AES for determining surface compoE;itions has grown eXJ?Onentially. Many 

workers are using AES routinely in combination with other surface. sensitive 

techniques and revieu . h b ' ' . t' h' ·b. 84,87 papers ave een 1-1r1.t en on t. 1.s su Jcct. · 

One of the challenges that face workers in the field today, is that 

of making AES into a quantitative techniqpe. The mrinbcr of Auger electrons 

emitted at a certain eneigy is directly proportional to the number of the 

type of e.tom emitting at that energy. The intensity IA of Auger electrons 

actually collec~eci a~ a certain energy i~ given ~y 

= (sl ) • T • esc(~ ) 
p p 

where I is the intensity of the primary electron hcam (1-1hich is the method 
p 

commonly used to excite Auger transitiom;), <jJ · is the angle of incidence ' p 

of the primary beam measured from the normal, s is the probability of 

stimulating an Auger electron and having tt escape from the solid, and 

T the transmission of the detector is the probability tha:t an electron 
. 88 

emitted fr'Om the solid vlill be .collected and "counted". 

89,90 
The factor s, which contains all the infol7mation about the system, 

can be written as 

s ~ o(EP) • (1 -w>L)'~iai 
i 
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where o(E ) is the ionizat:i.on cross-section "1bich is a function of the . . p 
. . 91 92 

energy of the pn,mary electron beam, ' (1 -w) is the Auger transition 

probability, 
86 

and the suriunation is over the atomic layers of the solid, 

th the i layer containing N. atoms of the emitting type. The~ terms a. are 
' 1 1 

. f f 1 . f . 1 ith 1 attenuat1on actors or e. ectrons escap1ng rom t1e ayer. These 

factors are dependent upon the depth of the layer, and upon the composition 

' of the surrounding layers due to backscattering and screening effects. 

From the above expression, there emerge three basic difficulties in 

usingAuger intensities to obtain a quantitative chemi·cal analysis of the 

surface of a solid ~olution. He shall sketch thece th:cee problems and 

list some of the techniques that are being used or that ·m:i.ght be used to 

overcome the ~ifficulties. 

'l'h~ first problem is th;;>t~ of thP. :>C'!tttPl r.ai·ihrnf~inn. 

in the calibrat:i.bn is to remove all obvious instrumental factors from 

consideration. The spectra should all be run. 'd.J:h s:Lnlilar operating 

conditions. (This includes factors such -'18 the modulating voltage 

ampl:l.tude used in obtaining the differentiated signal, modulation 

frequency, etc.). The electron current to the crystal can generally 

be measured and the measured peak to peak amplitude (or lJk1; cve·r oLhet 

quantity is used for the analysis) can be normalized to somo particular 
'. 

incident current. Next, since the probabil:i.tyof exciting a particular 

Auger transition varies .in an (as yet) unpredictable manner, some standards 

must be utilized for comparison. This·is generally done by measuring the 

Auger spectra of the pure components, Peak intensities are measured for 

each of the Auger transitions that are to be used :l.n the analysis. The 

,intensities arc normalized and arc then bel:l.eved to give the surface 
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compositi.oqof solid solution by l:inear interpolation. This· linear 

interpolation assumes that the factors ai and the Auger transition probabilities 

are independent of matrix effects • 

. The second problem that arises is that of which feature of the spectra 

to use as a measure.· of the Auger intensity. As stated earlier, the spectra 
' 

that is gl¥nerally measured is the dN(E)/dE curve, from vlhich the actual 

Auger intensity can be obtained only by integration. The quantity that 

93 is generally used is the peak to peak intensity of the dN(E)/dE curve, 

or the amplitude of one of the peaks. However, the difficulty is that if the 

slope of the background chapges or if the shape of the Auger peaks change 

due to any concentration or chemical effectJ then the peak to peak height 

b d b .1. r- • • 93,94,95 cannot e expecte to e a 1near measu:r.e o..: composJ.tJ.on. . . The 
Q(-; 

Pt;oblerit has been considered theoretically· · and the resu.LtJ.ng suggest:eci · 

integration techniques have been applied 97 
If the shape of the 

dN (E) I dE curve (and therefore the N (E) curve) are shovm not to change with 

composition, the peak to peak he~.ght is a: valid measure of surface composition.93 

The third problem that is encountered, and perhaps the most difficult 

to overcome,is the depth distribution problem which arises from the term 

"'""'N.a. given in the expression for the Auger.intensity. The problem 4 1 J. 
J. 

arises from the fact that the Auger electrons penetrate one to several 

monolayers and are attenuated by the complicated a. factors. 
J. 

So· if two 

Auger transitions of differe1~t energies are used for the analysis of the 

two components, ·then the sampling depth, or the "detected volume", will be 

different for the two energies. Thus the Auger peak will be a weighted 

average over mqre than one layer. This effect will tend to attenuate 
I 

surface enrichment effects, such as those discussed earlier. One way this · 
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, 
problem can be attacked is to alter the sampling depth in s01ne lllanner. 

This may be done by comparing intensHies for Auger peaks of various energies 

from each component. · Another ,.,ay in which the sampling- depth may be altered 

is by varying· the angle of incidence of. the exciting electrons, or by 

covering the surface with a layer of non-interacting and ilon-·diffusing atoms. 

An approach similar to this has been taken to obtaln Auger escape depths 

' 98 
for samples of Ho on H. Another idea which has been used theoretically, 

is to compare plasmon satellite intensities with Auger peak intensities as 

a function of the electron exit angle. This method gives a depth profile 

d ' 99 o'f a atom concentration. A great deal more l'lorl;: still needs to be done, 

however, before it Hill become possible to measure composition profiles 

accurately. 

Having made the :reader aware of the difficulties involved in Auger 

intensity analysis, l·le will s.u1mnarize some of the work that has been carried 

out to measure tlH! surface con1pod.ti.on of alloys. 

100 One system t1hich has been stmUed i:; ·that of the molten Pb-In. 

1'hi.s study l·las done using AES, and a molten system vms chosen so that 

temperature dependence could be studied~ The "surface compositions" 

found are shown in Figuxe 8 along with values predicted assmning. the solution 

is l.deal and values predicted assuming the solution :Ls regular, both in the 

monolayer approximation. For both molten Ph and molten ln the surface 

tension is ·lcnmm as a function of te1nperature to be101 

a In 

= 
2 

460.- O.l2(T~Tf) ergs/em 
. 2 

559.~- 0.089(T-Tf) ergs/em 

where Tf i.s the melting pol.nt .·of the lUetal. The regular solution parameter 
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82 used.was ·n = 910 cal/mole as obtained from heat of mixing data. As 

predicted by the t11eory, the surface proved to be enriched with lead. 

However, it l-7as found that the "surface concentration" l.Jas even greater 

in lead than predicted by the monolayer models. It should be borne in 
. \ 

mind that the "surface compositions" are obtaj.ned from Auger peak intensity, 

and thus it is·subject to all the difficulties involved in relating surface 

concentrations to Auger intensity data. This extra Pb concentration 

cannot be attributed to sampling depth problems, because sampling greater 

than one monolayer \>lOUld serve to lower the measured concentration of Pb 

(except :i.n the unlikely ev<=:nt that the first few underlying layers. have 

a very large enrichment in Pb). The temperature dependence of the 

intensity ratios was determined and it Has found that ln(Ipb/I1n) varied 

linearly lvith 1/T, where I is the Auger peak intensity. The ratio 

Ipb/IIn should be proportional to the ratio x;b/x~11 • This then is th" 

result predicted by the monolayer ideal solution model. Thus~ this 

system acts as if it' were ideal but v7ith a surface energy differenee 

greater than that obtained from surface tension data. (Figure 8). The 

Ni-Au binary system has been studied, 6 and an enrichment of the surface 

lvi th Au was found. The limited data was found to foJJ.m-1, \·lithin experimental 

error, the predicted values calculated by the L~-layer model. In addition, 

it was found. that chemisorption had an effect in altering the Emrface composition. 

Oxygen and hydrogen both were found to enrich the surface with Ni as predicted 

from the greater stability of Ni-0 And Ni-H bonds than Au-0 and Au-H bonds. 
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In a study of Cu-Al~ 102 
an en;richment of the suxface. with Al "'as 

fou.nd, as expected from the heats of sublimation and fxom surface tension 

data. In this l·mrk Ar sputtering \vas used as a 1neans of calibrating and 

cleaning the·sample. The surface was bombarded until it was assumed that 

the resulting unequilibrated sUJ;face J:nust have the same composition as the 

known bulk composition. _This assumption may be made only with great care~ 

however, in vievl of the evidence for highly selective sputtering in many 

t 
103,104 sys ems. 

of sublimation, 

In this particular case, Al and Cu have very similar heats 

so their sputtering may be nearly equal at the energies 

used. This must, ho-vwver, he checked carefully. 

A system that has .been studied exhaustively is the Cu-Ni system. 

Interenting because of its catalytic properties, the system l:ms fltudied 

. . ,or 
f'.:!~~~!::!.':'~ '!.1!~~='-!:'C':'T!'C'!!f.::9 ~y C:CJC'ht-1 P1~ ~·~fl 'n()"t'":r>11 n -in -~ q41): _._ _; l"\''\T ""-"!'r'\'t"',r 

-J ··---.. 

vmrkers found that there is phase separation at the.tempcratures they used, 

and.that the Ctrrich phase enveloped the Ni-rit.h phase, a condition which 

developed because of the relative diffusion rates of the t\vO component<> and 

due to the lov1er surface tension of copper. After the development of AES 

1 d d b II. . 85 d 1 . b Q • d k 106 t 1e system was stu ie . y a.r.r1s an ater y u1nto .art \•JOr ers. 

They fo'lmd there to be no indication that the surface composition was 

different from the bulk composition. The Auger transitions used in this 

analysj_s were rather high energy~ . 715 eV for Ni arid 920 eV for· Cu and t'·lO 

intermediate energies which were overlapping and unresolved Cu and Ni peaks. 

-
Electrons of these energies may be expected to sample more than one monolayer. 

These seemingly conflicting results can be reasonably CXJ?lained by 

considering the alloy preparation procedtn;e used by the two gfou~s. The 

' films prepa1;ed by Sachtler w.ere s:i.ntered at lm.-1 temperatures, whereas 

-~· 



Quinto used high temperature anneals for their. bulk alloys, follo,.,ed by 

rapid quenching. Thus phase transformation a~ some intennediate temperature 

would explain the results of both.experiments. This situation calls 

attention to the importance of knowing the phase diagram for the bulk 

sample, .when. trying to understand the surface phase diagrams. In addition 

to the equilibrated surface of Cu/Ni, the sputtered surface ha~ also been 

studied using AEs103 ' 107 and the catalytic activity has been studied for 

1 . . h . d . h. 108 t 1e system c aracten.ze ~n t J.s ~11ay. · 

.The fact·that. the Auger intensity ratios for the Cu-Ni system were 

the same as predi.cted from the bulk compositions does not necessarily indicate· 

that_there was no excess of either component at the surface. Because of the 

r::tther large penetration. depths expected for electrons of the energies used 

~n tne anaJ.ysJ.s, surrace errects may have been attenuated. However, the 

fact that the Cu toNi intensity ratios Md not change·with the angle of 

1 . b f d 1 d .. 109 incidence of the excit.ing e ectron ·earn, as .oun by Ert an Kuppers, 

does seem to be evidence against surface seeregation. A grazing incidence 

beam ~dll sample less deeply than a normal incidence beam. Thus, if·there 

is a concentration prof:I.le over the sampled depth, then the Auger intensity 

ratios· will vary '"ith angle -o:f incidence. A similar study was made of the 

Ag-Pd system and here also no surface segregation effects were observed 

110 for the clean and homogeneous crystalline films. 

. 111 
A study of the Ag.,..Au system found there to be no evidence. of 

segregation of Ag to the surface as expected from its lower heat of 

sublimation. In this work, the Auger spectrum was recorded from an epitaxial 

alloy f:llm grown on a mica substrate. The peak to peak height for three 

different gold peaks of widely varying energies (72, 239, and 2024 eV) were 
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measured and this value divided by the peak to peak height of the' corresponding 

Auger signal from pure gold. The_approximate escape depths for these 

energies was estimated to be Lf, 8, and 30 J... respectively. The resulting 

ratios Here found to be approximately equal, indicati.ng no composition 

gradient over the depths sampled. · A silver overlayer (approximately tlvo 

mono1ayers) was then evaporated onto the alloy, and it 'ms found to diffuse 

into the bulk upon annealing at 300°C to the extent that within an hour the 

gold Auger peaks returned to nearly their former intensity. 

. 112 
The system Pt-Sn has also been studied using AES. A study \vas 

made of the intermetq.llic compounds Pt
3

sn and PtSn. The Auger transitions 

used in the analysis uere the Pt peaks at 169 eV and 236 eV and a Sn peak at 
.. 

'*.28 eV. An enrichment of Sn was found on the surface for both compounds, 

a re~:mlt: expect:eci irorn r:i.le J.O\Yer ileut o:L suoJ.imaxion o:L Sn (anci t:herefore 

lo~·1er surfac'e free energy). In addition. they found that chemisorption of 
I 

Oz . tended to increase. the surface concentration of Sn as expected because 

of the higher stabil:i.ty of tin oxide. Similarly Hz \vas found to bring Pt 

to the surface. The transitions used in this study arc expected to be more 

surface sensitive than those used in the Cu-Ni studies, especially with 

the glancing incidence gun that was used. Sampling depth was estimated 

at one to three monolayers, but no attempt \·laS made to sort out. the 

concentration profile. Later, hm.;ever, the '"ork was extended by adding 

higher energy transitions in an x-rayphotoemission experiment, to get 

at the composition profile. It was found that ther.e was an enrichment of 

Sn on the-top monolayer and that there was a corresponding depletion of Sn 

113 in the underlying layer. 

From studies of just a few systems, it is already clear that AES is 
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a powerful technique to study the surface phase diagram of multi-component 

systems. It appears .that the surface thermodynamics of these important 

systems can now be explored. As a result, it is likely that new surface 

phases will be found that exist when there is no corresponding phase existing 

in the bulk phase diagram and that.the surface composition will be markedly 

different from the bulk composition for most systems. The determination 

of surface phase diagrams will be an important new research area of surface 

science. 
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Figure Captions 

Molar surface energy of liquid metals, O,em, as a function cif their 

heats of vaporization. 

Molar surface energy of several solid metals as a function of 

their heats of sublimation. 

Surface enrichment for various valves of D.o = a2 - o
1 

at T = 1000°K; 

in the ideal solution monolayer model approximation. 

Surface enrichment at selected temperatures of a system with 

2 a2 - a
1 

=.50 ergs/em ·in the ideal solution monolayer model 

approximation. 

Surface enrichment for an fcc(lll) surface of a system with 

a
2 

- a
1 

= 50 ergs/ cm
2 

at 1000°K and different values of the 

regular solution parameter in the monolayer rrtodel appl~oximation. 

Concentratj,on profile of a fcc(lll) face for a regular solution 

as calculated by Hilliams (ref. 6). In this calculation 

3RT 
l'!H . b = lOra (uh1ch ic ~quivalent to !:,a = -·~) and n = ± 0.1 RT su a . 

The N(E) and dN(E)/dE Auger spectra of a vanadium metal· (100) 

surface. (Froml1h.D. thesis, F. J. Szallcm·lSki, U. C., Berkeley, 

1973). 

Surface enrichment in Ph-In as predicted by the ideal solution and 

the regular solution monolayer models at 500°C. The dashed line 

is. for an ideal solution: \·lith the same surface area as Pb-In at 

2 500°C, but with Aa ~ 160 ergs/em • 

1 . f B 1 d d S · . ' lOO .va ues o erg un an omorJa~. 

The points are experimental 
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